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This Week 

In 2015, Michael Gayed published a paper describing the value of the lumber-to-gold ratio as a stock market 

barometer. On this webpage, you will find a link to his paper. In 2020, he opened the ATAC US Rotation ETF 

(NYSEArca: RORO). The launch of the ETF and a briefer description of his theories are discussed here.  

A colleague asked me my opinion of the ATAC funds. There is information about all three of the funds at the 

ATAC Tactical Fund Family website. I concentrated on RORO fund because it seemed representative of 

Gayed's general approach. On the website, the RORO page is found here. He calls his approach "Tactical 

Asset Allocation" and it turns out to be loosely related to the Dynamic Asset Allocation we use. These days, 

more and more active asset managers are turning to methods similar to what I started using in 2004. I think 

people are moving in that direction because it's simple and it works. 

In the "Investment Process" section of the RORO page, his method is summed up as: "Higher volatility: rotate 

into Treasuries. Lower volatility: rotate into Equities with leverage." On the other side of the page, there is a 

graphic that says "Treasuries" are "Long Duration Treasury ETFs" and "Equities" are "Small Caps and Large 

Growth ETFs" (although he never gets around to what he means by "leverage"). 

ETF.COM provides more detail, explaining that "Treasuries" means "20-year US Treasuries" and "leverage" 

means "up to 130% equity exposure through one or more US equity ETFs". But I was unable to find any listing 

of holdings for RORO, which is pretty unusual. 

As I went through the information I could find, I found several things that bothered me about the RORO fund. 

1. The Wood/Gold and Wood/Utilities both give less-than-optimal signals from time to time. Since 

every indicator gets snookered by the market from time to time, I firmly believe it is naïve to make 

buy or sell decisions based on any single indicator. 

2. ETFs seldom turn together. Even when lumber is doing better than gold, not all the ETFs are going 

turn at once. Therefore, switching from one group of ETFs to another group of ETFs seems like a 

somewhat ham-handed way of handling the transition. 

3. I don't know if RORO is intentionally trying to hide what they're holding, but for now it looks that 

way. 

4. The RORO annual expense ratio is over 1.1%, which is relatively expensive. 

5. RORO's inception date was 17-Nov-2020, so they don't really have a track record. That said, Michael 

has updated his original essay to include data through 30-Nov-20. 

The total advantage from Nov 1986 through Nov 2020 of his method would only increase returns by a total of 

9.3% over buying and holding the SPX; however, his method does limit drawdowns from 55% (SPX buy-and-

hold) to 16% (see pages 8 and 9), which is an important advantage for many investors. Unfortunately, if 

you're letting him manage your account, that 1% expense ratio over 34 years would have put you about 25% 

in the hole. It's your call. 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2604248
https://www.etftrends.com/michael-gayed-launches-roro-tactical-rotation-etf-worth-its-weight-in-gold/
https://www.atacfunds.com/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2021/04/RORO-FS-7-7-21v2.pdf
https://www.etf.com/RORO#overview
https://poseidon01.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=32502611808909312009809006508009501003405005801207008211208311407110600508509109209903803512712402012100200406803007710512012310506006901005212400309510010401302206409303907808503000201802607002700302707002308708


Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

I will be first to admit that charts do NOT forecast price – they show path of least  

resistance and provide an excellent risk management tool.  —  Peter Brandt 

All four major indexes remain solid green and there were new highs this week.  

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

The SPX closed the week up $60 at $4605, making 3 new all-time highs. The NYAD was up on Monday 

but declined into Wednesday and did not confirm price's highs on Thursday and Friday. The SPXA50R 

ended the week near 61%, 5% lower than last week. So neither the NYAD nor the SPXA50R shared the 

enthusiasm of the market's price move this week. 

 

 

 
 



Bullish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bull markets. 

 

Last week's choices were: DBC 17%, IGV 17%, QQQ 17%, TIP 16%, VNQ 17%, and SHV 

16%. 

Top 10 ETFs from the Bullish and Bearish Universes  

Sym MTA RelStr Long High-15% High-7.5% Last Div Notes 

DBC ↑ 4.8 ↑↑ yes $18.56 $20.20 $21.35 —  

IGV ↑ 2.0 ↑↑ yes $373.20 $406.13 $439.06 —  

IYT ↑ 0.9 ↑ no $236.89 $257.79 $270.76 0.7% buy if close > $275 

VTI ↑ 0.5 ↑↑ no $201.37 $219.14 $236.91 1.3%  

QQQ ↑ 0.5 ↑ yes $328.19 $357.15 $386.11 —  

VNQ ↑ 0.3 ↑ yes $94.28 $102.60 $109.04 2.3% exit if close < $102.60 

IWM ↑ 0.2 ↑ no $199.26 $216.84 $228.05 0.9%  

USMV ↑ 0.0 ↓ no $66.54 $72.41 $77.52 1.5%  

SHV → 0.0 → yes $93.94 $102.23 $110.44 .05%  

TIP ↑ -0.1 → yes $111.02 $120.81 $128.67 1.9%  

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: → 



https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


DBC withdrew a little but remains above $21. IGV made another new high. After a 4.5 

month decline, IYT has rallied through October, as did VTI and QQQ. 

VNQ continues to rise. IWM's slope is flat as it continues to chop sideways between $210 

and $230. USMV has good money flow and consolidated a little this week after a 3-week 

rise. SHV is down 2 cents from last week. TIP had 3 weeks of steadily rising money flow, 

and then declined rapidly due to heavy bond trading during the last half of the week. 

Although IYT relative strength has pushed its way well into the top performing ETFs, it is 

only 2% away from a combination of historic and psychological resistance at $275. If it 

breaks through that resistance at $275 and closes above it, then I will buy it. 

But for now, I'm going to go another week with my holdings as they are: DBC 17%, IGV 

17%, QQQ 17%, TIP 16%, VNQ 17%, and SHV 16%. 

 

 



Bearish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bear markets. 

 

 

DBC did better than the VTI. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

SPX Sectors with slopes better than or equal to the VTI Index are: 

1 XLE  6.1 

2 XLY  2.4 

3 XLF  2.1 

4 XTN  1.8 

5 XLK  0.7 

I have concerns about whether XLE is going much higher. With over 40% of its holdings in 

Exxon and Chevron, I think its price is constrained by the price of crude oil.  

I welcome your opinions on XLE. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

Auxiliary Sector ETFs with slopes better than the VTI Index: 

1 XOP  9.9 

2 USO  7.2 

3 LIT  3.0 

4 HACK  1.1 

5 ARKW  0.8 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

